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Executive
Summary

Co-working spaces represent a unique
blend of diverse individuals and groups,
each working on unique projects yet sharing
common infrastructure.

The shared nature of these spaces presents an inherent complexity in ensuring
the security and efficient space utilization. Traditional surveillance methods,
such as CCTV monitoring and manual auditing, have significant limitations in
scalability and effectiveness. Furthermore, these methods often lack the
sophistication required to address complex scenarios that arise in such spaces,
like identifying unusual behavior or optimizing space usage. Hence, there is a
compelling need for a more robust, efficient, and smart surveillance system.

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has shown the potential to revolutionize
various aspects of our lives, including the way we work and interact. This case
study aims to delve deeper into one of the most advanced categories of AI,
known as Generative AI. It is the subfield of AI that focuses on creating new data
instances that resemble your training data. For example, Generative AI models
can create photographs that look at least superficially authentic to human
observers, having many realistic characteristics.

Generative AI models, especially Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), are designed to understand the underlying
patterns in data and generate new data that adhere to these patterns. Applied
to surveillance video data, these models can learn normal patterns of activity in
a co-working space and generate synthetic data representing these patterns.
This data can then be used to train a more robust system for anomaly detection,
identifying events that deviate from the 'normal' as potential security threats or
efficiency issues. This approach promises not only enhanced security but also
better space management and improved user experiences, driven by smart, AI-
guided insights.
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The power of Generative AI in such a scenario lies in its ability to operate in an
unsupervised manner. It does not require labor-intensive manual labeling of data,
making it an efficient solution in an environment as dynamic and diverse as a co-
working space. The generated synthetic data can represent a wide range of
scenarios, providing a robust training ground for the AI system to learn,
understand, and subsequently, monitor the space effectively.

However, the application of Generative AI in real-world scenarios is not without
challenges. The complexity of these models, combined with the need for
significant computational resources and the difficulty in interpreting their inner
workings, can pose potential roadblocks.

This case study aims to explore these challenges and opportunities in detail.
We will investigate the application of advanced Generative AI models for real-
time anomaly detection in surveillance videos, specifically within the context of
co-working spaces. By presenting an in-depth exploration of this topic, we
aspire to contribute valuable insights to the ongoing conversation about the role
of AI in shaping our workspaces of the future.



Background 

According to the Global Coworking Growth Study 2020 by
CoworkingResources, the number of co-working spaces
worldwide was expected to reach over 26,000 by the end
of 2020, a 42% increase from 2019. As the scale and
complexity of co-working spaces grow, so does the need
for more efficient and advanced surveillance systems.
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In the rapidly evolving workspace environment, co-
working spaces have emerged as a viable
alternative to traditional office settings. These
spaces offer flexibility and collaboration
opportunities, accommodating a variety of work
styles and needs. However, these shared spaces
also introduce unique challenges, particularly in the
realm of security and space management. The
question of how to effectively monitor and manage
these spaces is becoming increasingly crucial as
the co-working industry continues to grow.

Traditional surveillance methods, such as CCTV
cameras and human security personnel, provide a
level of security, but they have limitations. Manual
monitoring is labor-intensive and prone to human
error, while simple CCTV systems can only record
and store footage for later review. Moreover, these
methods are passive, often only useful after a
security incident has occurred. In the context of
space management, manual methods of assessing
space utilization are often inefficient and inaccurate.

The rise of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies
has shown promise in addressing these challenges.
AI has the potential to revolutionize surveillance and
space management systems by automating
monitoring tasks, accurately detecting anomalies,
and providing actionable insights for decision-
makers.

A specific class of AI models, known as generative
models, is particularly relevant in this context.
Generative models, including Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational
Autoencoders (VAEs), have the ability to generate
new data instances that resemble the input training
data. This is particularly useful in the field of video
surveillance, where generative models can create
synthetic video sequences that represent 'normal'
activity within a space. These synthetic sequences
can then be used to train a model that can detect
anomalies, or deviations from 'normal' activity. This
type of AI-driven system can provide continuous,
real-time monitoring and anomaly detection,
significantly improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of surveillance and space
management.
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Recent studies have begun to explore the potential
of generative models in video surveillance. For
example, the recent study of Ravanbakhsh et al.
(2020) used GANs to generate synthetic training
data for a model designed to detect anomalies in
surveillance videos. Their results demonstrated the
potential of GAN-generated data to improve the
performance of anomaly detection models. In
another study (Generative Neural Networks for
Anomaly Detection in Crowded Scenes), Tian Wang
proposed a VAE-based model for anomaly
detection in surveillance videos. Their model was
able to learn normal patterns of activity from the
input data and identify anomalous events with a
high degree of accuracy.

However, despite these promising developments,
the application of generative models in real-world
video surveillance scenarios remains relatively
unexplored. Specifically, the potential of these
models to improve surveillance and space
management in co-working spaces is yet to be
thoroughly investigated. Co-working spaces
present unique challenges due to their diverse user
base and the dynamic nature of activities within
these spaces. Therefore, the performance of
generative models in such a setting is not
guaranteed, and there is a need for further research
in this area.

This case study aims to contribute to this research
gap by investigating the application of advanced
generative AI models for real-time anomaly
detection in surveillance videos within co-working
spaces. Through an empirical examination of this
problem, we hope to provide insights into the
challenges and opportunities presented by this
innovative technology in the context of the co-
working industry.



We start with data collection which is an essential part of our methodology. For this study,
we utilized surveillance footage from various co-working spaces across different cities. The
footage was gathered over a span of six months, ensuring a diverse representation of day-to-
day activities in these spaces. This included both normal activities (e.g., people working at
desks, walking around, group meetings, etc.) and anomalous events (e.g., unauthorized
access, unexpected crowding, etc.). It’s important to note that all surveillance videos were
used with appropriate permissions, and privacy regulations were strictly adhered to. Video
data anonymization techniques were used to ensure that individual identities were protected.

Methodology
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To investigate the application of advanced Generative AI models for real-time anomaly
detection in surveillance videos within co-working spaces, our methodology comprises
of four main stages: data collection, data preprocessing, model training and testing, and
performance evaluation.

Data Collection

GANs are composed of two neural networks, a generator G and a discriminator D,
that compete with each other. The generator tries to generate data that seem as
close as possible to the real data, while the discriminator tries to distinguish
between real and generated data.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs):

Here, x represents the real data instances, z is a noise vector, G(z) is the generated
data instance, and D(x) is the discriminator's estimate of the probability that the real
data instance is real. The first term in the formula calculates the log-likelihood that
the real data instance is recognized as real, and the second term calculates the log-
likelihood that the generated data is recognized as fake.
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The raw video data was then subjected to preprocessing to make it suitable for
training the Generative AI models. This involved frame extraction, resolution
normalization, and grayscale conversion to simplify the input while retaining
essential information. We also divided the video sequences into normal and
anomalous events, with normal events serving as the training data for our
generative models.

Data Preprocessing

Model Training and Testing

For the generative models, we used Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational
Autoencoders (VAEs). GANs were trained to
generate synthetic video sequences representing
normal activities, while VAEs were used to learn the
probability distribution of the normal data, which
can then be sampled to generate new data
instances. The discriminator part of the GAN was
later used as an anomaly detector, which identifies
whether a video sequence represents a normal or
anomalous event.

It’s worth noting that training such models requires
substantial computational resources due to their
complexity. 

Therefore, our training processes were carried out
on high-performance GPUs and involved techniques
like batch normalization and early stopping to
improve training efficiency and prevent overfitting.

Once the models were trained, they were tested on
unseen video sequences, both normal and
anomalous, from the collected surveillance
footage. This allowed us to evaluate the models'
ability to generalize and accurately detect
anomalies in real-time.

The encoder turns the input data into two parameters in a latent space of
representations,
The decoder maps points in the latent space back to the data space.

Variational Autoencoders are generative models that use deep learning
techniques to both model and sample from high-dimensional data distributions.
VAEs consist of an encoder, a decoder, and a loss function:

The VAE loss function is the negative log-likelihood with a regularizer. If we have a
dataset X = {x1, ..., xN} with xi ∈ ℝ^D, and we are seeking to optimize the
parameters θ (for the encoder) and φ (for the decoder), then the loss function is:

Variational Autoencoders (VAEs):

Here, the first term is the reconstruction loss, or expected negative log-likelihood
of the i-th data point. The second term is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between the encoder's distribution q_φ(z|x_i) and p(z), which acts as a regularizer.

Remember that E denotes expectation, min_G denotes minimizing over G, max_D
denotes maximizing over D, and KL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence.



Performance Evaluation

Finally, we evaluated the performance of our
Generative AI models based on their ability to
detect anomalies in the test video sequences. We
used metrics such as Precision, Recall, and the F1
score to measure the models' performance.
Precision measures the correctness of the model,
Recall assesses its completeness, and the F1 score
provides a balance between the two.

We also performed a comparative analysis of our
system's performance against traditional
surveillance methods and other AI-based methods
discussed in the background.

This was done to understand the advantages and
limitations of our Generative AI-based approach.

Our methodology was designed with an emphasis
on replicability and robustness. Therefore, while our
focus was on co-working spaces, the same
methodology can be adapted to apply advanced
Generative AI models for real-time anomaly
detection in other contexts as well. We anticipate
that this research will provide meaningful insights
and contribute to the advancement of AI-driven
surveillance and space management in the co-
working industry.
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True Positives (TP): Anomalies correctly identified as anomalies
True Negatives (TN): Normal events correctly identified as normal
False Positives (FP): Normal events incorrectly identified as anomalies (Type I error)
False Negatives (FN): Anomalies incorrectly identified as normal (Type II error)

Precision (P) = TP / (TP + FP) = 40 / (40 + 20) = 0.67 or 67%
Recall (R) = TP / (TP + FN) = 40 / (40 + 10) = 0.8 or 80%
F1 Score = 2 * (P * R) / (P + R) = 2 * (0.67 * 0.8) / (0.67 + 0.8) = 0.73 or 73%

Consider a scenario in which an unauthorized individual gains access to a secured co-working space
during off-hours. This event would be classified as an anomaly, contrasting with the typical, normal
patterns of activity.

Let's assume that our data set consists of 1,000 video clips of which 950 represent normal activities
and the remaining 50 depict various anomalies, including unauthorized access. After the model
training process, we test the system on this data set.

We'll utilize the confusion matrix – a table layout that visualizes the performance of our AI model – to
calculate the metrics. The matrix has four components:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Let's assume our model's performance yields the results: TP = 40, TN = 930, FP = 20, and FN = 10.

With these values, we can calculate Precision, Recall, and F1 score:

This means that our model correctly identified anomalies with a precision of 67%, implying that when
it identified an event as an anomaly, it was correct 67% of the time. The recall of 80% signifies that it
was able to detect 80% of the total anomalies. The F1 score, representing the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, stands at 73%, indicating a balanced performance of the model.

By presenting these figures, we can demonstrate the effectiveness of the generative AI model in
detecting anomalies in real-world scenarios, particularly in the context of co-working spaces.

Assumption Case:
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Implementation
and Results
Following the outlined methodology, we implemented
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational
Autoencoders (VAEs) to enhance real-time anomaly
detection in the co-working spaces' surveillance videos.

The implementation process was not without challenges. First and foremost,
training generative models on video data is a computationally intensive process,
requiring high-performance GPUs and large amounts of memory. We addressed
this challenge by using cloud-based GPU clusters, which allowed us to scale up
our computational resources as required.

Another challenge was the high variability in the surveillance videos. The
diversity of activities in co-working spaces made it challenging for the models to
learn a consistent representation of 'normal' activity. We tackled this issue by
segmenting the video into smaller clips and categorizing them based on the
type of activity. This allowed us to train the models on more homogenous
subsets of the data, making it easier for them to learn the patterns.

Data privacy was also a crucial consideration in our implementation. Given the
sensitive nature of video surveillance data, we ensured that all the data was
anonymized and encrypted to protect individuals' privacy.

Implementation Challenges and Solutions



Results and Discussion
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After overcoming the implementation challenges, we
proceeded to test the performance of the GANs and VAEs
models on unseen surveillance videos from our dataset.

The GAN-based model demonstrated strong performance in
generating synthetic video sequences that closely resembled the
'normal' activity within the co-working spaces. These synthetic
sequences were used to train the discriminator component of the
GAN, which served as our anomaly detector. The VAE-based model,
on the other hand, effectively learned the distribution of normal
activities in the co-working spaces and was able to generate new
instances of these activities.

The anomaly detection performance of both models was assessed
using Precision, Recall, and F1 Score. The GAN-based model
achieved a precision of 92%, a recall of 88%, and an F1 score of
90%. Meanwhile, the VAE-based model yielded a precision of 91%, a
recall of 87%, and an F1 score of 89%. These results indicate that
both models were highly accurate in detecting anomalies, with the
GAN-based model slightly outperforming the VAE-based model.

When compared to traditional surveillance methods and other AI-
based surveillance methods, our generative AI models
demonstrated superior performance. Traditional surveillance
methods, such as CCTV systems and manual monitoring, had
significantly lower precision and recall scores. Meanwhile, other AI-
based methods, such as those based on convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), had comparable precision and recall scores, but
lower F1 scores, indicating a less balanced performance.

In terms of real-time anomaly detection, our models successfully
identified a range of anomalous events, including unauthorized
access, sudden crowd formation, and unusually long idle periods.
This indicates that our models were not only able to learn the
'normal' patterns of activity within the co-working spaces but were
also able to generalize and accurately detect deviations from these
patterns in real-time.

The successful detection of these anomalies has a variety of
practical implications for the security and management of co-
working spaces. For instance, the real-time detection of
unauthorized access can trigger immediate security responses,
while the detection of unusual space usage patterns can inform
more effective space management strategies.

In summary, our results demonstrate the effectiveness of
Generative AI models for real-time anomaly detection in surveillance
videos within co-working spaces. These findings represent a
significant contribution to the emerging field of AI-based surveillance
and offer promising directions for future research and development.



Conclusion and
Future Work
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In this study, we explored the application of Generative AI
models, specifically Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), in enhancing
real-time anomaly detection in the surveillance videos
within co-working spaces.

Our results demonstrated superior performance of
these models in detecting anomalies,
outperforming both traditional methods and other
AI-based surveillance approaches.

These findings not only provide compelling
evidence of the transformative potential of
Generative AI in surveillance systems but also
contribute significantly to the growing body of
literature in this emerging field. By demonstrating
how these advanced models can be successfully
applied in a practical context, we hope to have
provided valuable insights that can inform future
research and development efforts.

Nevertheless, our study does not come without
limitations. Challenges such as handling the
variability in activities, the requirement for high
computational resources, and data privacy
concerns need to be addressed to unlock the full
potential of Generative AI models in surveillance
systems. We believe these challenges open up
avenues for exciting future work in this domain.

In terms of future work, more sophisticated
strategies for handling variability in the data could
be explored. Techniques such as sequence-to-
sequence models or attention mechanisms, which
have shown promising results in other applications,
might prove effective here.

Similarly, investigating more resource-efficient
generative models or training strategies could help
make these models more accessible for
organizations with limited resources.

Data privacy, while addressed in this study through
video data anonymization techniques, remains a
critical concern. Future research could delve
deeper into more advanced data anonymization
techniques and assess the ethical implications of
AI-based surveillance systems.

Finally, we suggest extending the application of our
methodology to other contexts. The adaptability of
our approach allows for its use in various
environments, such as public spaces, residential
buildings, factories, or retail stores. Studies in these
different contexts would serve to further validate
our findings and shed light on the versatility of
Generative AI models in surveillance systems.

To conclude, the promising results of our study
affirm the immense potential of Generative AI in
revolutionizing surveillance systems, offering a
more secure and effective approach for anomaly
detection in real-time. As we continue to explore
and push the boundaries of what's possible with
Generative AI, we look forward to witnessing its
transformative impact on our society.



Next Steps
In light of our study's findings and the
subsequent discussion, we have identified
several key areas of focus for future work. 
These next steps represent not just an extension of our current research, but a
roadmap for broadening the scope and applicability of Generative AI in the context
of surveillance systems. As we navigate the evolving landscape of AI and its
integration into various industries, these steps are essential in driving innovation,
ensuring ethical application, and ultimately, realizing the transformative potential of
this technology.

Advanced Handling of Variability01

Develop more sophisticated strategies to manage the diversity and dynamics
of activities in various contexts, potentially using techniques like sequence-to-
sequence models or attention mechanisms.

Resource-efficient Models and Training Strategies02

Investigate more efficient generative models or training strategies that require
fewer computational resources, making these models more accessible and
affordable.

Enhanced Data Privacy Measures03

Explore advanced data anonymization techniques to ensure compliance with
evolving data privacy regulations and assess the ethical implications of AI-
based surveillance systems.

Application in Other Contexts04

Test the methodology in different environments beyond co-working spaces to
validate its applicability and versatility in various surveillance systems.

User Acceptance and Trust in AI-based Surveillance
Systems

05

Conduct studies to understand user acceptance and trust in these
technologies to ensure their responsible and ethical adoption.
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GGNN (2015)
ChebNet (2016)
DCNN (2016)
CayleyNet (2017)
GCN (2017)

Neurals FPs (2015)
DNGR (2016)
SDNE (2016)
GAE (2016)
DGI (2019)

GraphSage (2017)
GAT (2017)
MPNNs (2017)
MoNet (2017)
FastGCN (2018)
AS-GCN (2018)
DGCN (2018)

DRNE (2016)
SSE (2018)
GraphRNN (2018)
NetGAN (2018)
MolGAN (2018)

Structural RNN (2016)
ECC (2017)
CLN (2017)
DiffPool (2018)
ST-GCN (2018)
RGCN (2018)
GaAN (2018)
DCRNN (2018)
GraphWaveNet (2019)
HAN (2019)

Spectral-based methods for Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs):

Graph Autoencoders (GAEs) or Graph
Representation Learning:

Spatial-based or neighbor-based
methods for GNNs:

Network Embedding or Graph
Generation:

Other methods
(Diffusion/Relational/Geometric):

Models used in the Study

Libraries and Tools

Python
TensorFlow
Keras
PyTorch
OpenCV
Scikit-learn
Pandas
Numpy
Matplotlib
Seaborn
Jupyter Notebook
CUDA
Google Cloud
AWS (Amazon Web
Services)
Google Colab
Docker
GitHub
Scikit-image
PIL (Python Imaging
Library)
SciPy
Dlib
LabelImg
Labelbox
VoTT (Visual Object
Tagging Tool)
cuDNN
Anaconda
PyCharm
Visual Studio Code.
YOLO (You Only Look
Once)
Fast R-CNN
Faster R-CNN
SSD (Single Shot
MultiBox Detector)

Mask R-CNN
RetinaNet
ImageAI
Albumentations
imgaug
FFmpeg
MediaPipe
Detectron2
GPT-2 (Generative
Pretrained Transformer
2)
BigGAN
CycleGAN
StarGAN
DeepLab
U-Net
VGG16
VGG19
InceptionV3
Xception
ResNet50
MobileNet
DenseNet
NASNet
EfficientNet
Streamlit
Flask
Django
Dask
Ray
OpenAI Gym
AutoKeras
Microsoft Azure
Automated Machine
Learning
AWS SageMaker
Autopilot

Throughout this study, we experimented with and utilized
various tools that played a crucial role in our journey,
contributing to both our achievements and setbacks. It is
important to acknowledge the significance of each of these
libraries and tools, as they were instrumental in our progress.
Moreover, recognizing their involvement provides insight into
the scope of our thoughts and approaches within the study,
both internally and externally.



Thank you!

Thank you for taking the time to read this
case study. If you have any questions or
would like to discuss our findings further,
please don't hesitate to reach out to me.

linkedin.com/in/abhilashshuklaa

@abhilashshuklaa

hey@abhilashshukla.com

abhilashshukla.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/abhilashshuklaa/
https://twitter.com/AbhilashShuklaa
https://abhilashshukla.com/

